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Investing Trade Alerts
Charles Moskowitz Discussion

Net Gain For The Week $395
Year To Date Total Returns $6244
Over 62 Returns
Open Positions:

Week 44 was a gain of $395 bringing YTD gains to $6,244. We are holding 4 positions, including 2
sets of XRT (retail ETF) calls, November 49s and December 50s, FEYE 11/18 calls, and TLT 11/114
puts. Total funds in use are $1,172. This was a great week for our positions and we were within 3
cents from closing out the TLT puts at the 100% rule, and the current open positions include $811 in
gains.
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This coming week we have some more big names earnings reports. It should be pretty obvious that
most stocks were priced for perfection before the October sell off. Even so, the ones that missed, or
gave poor forward guidance were severely punished. And of course you’d have to be in outer space
to not know that we have elections Tuesday. I am so fed up with all of the talking heads reminding
me “This is the most important midterm elections for a generation.” Okay, I get the importance, but
really, in a generation? Figure out a different way to get me to watch the news…
Several groups have been hurt worse than others like Semis with several of these prior darlings being
pummeled. MU down from $65 to 33 since May, NXPI down from its takeover bid of $126 to 70
before beating on earnings on Thursday and running back to $85 (still -32% from highs), and AMD,
an absolute darling up from $9 to $35, and back to 16 before its rally this week to $20.
Retail, left for dead last year until about this time, has had a remarkable move higher. Macy’s from
$17 in 11/17 back to $42, and back to $31, now $35.46, JWN from $37 at the same time has
recovered to close on a new recovery high since 2015 at $66.49, and KSS from $38 to 82, TJX from
$67 to 113. Not to be outdone, the brands have recovered with RL from $84 to $148, NKE from $51
to 86, back to 71, now $77, LULU from $60 to 164, back to 130 now $142, and UAA, down from $48
in 2016 to 11.40 and on the strength of its recent report, $23.70. We are involved in this one using
the XRT 11/49 and 12/50 calls.
And the last major group, Home builders, have seen some very up and down numbers. As rates
started to move higher there somewhat of a rush for buyers, and the realtors complained there was
not enough supply, followed by the argument that higher rates were hurting refi’s and finally, rates are
too high for many buyers and besides, the weakness in the “entry-level” starter homes were due to
the “aspirational” buyers wanted to skip over the lower priced in favor of the next step up. The
builders having had a great 2 year run (almost doubling) from 2016 to the start of the 2018 have
moved steadily lower. LEN from $72 to $38, TOL $52 to $29, KBH from $10 to $39 and back to $19,
and PHM $15 to $35 and back to $20. The group is oversold, and frankly, while millennials have no
history in rising rate markets, there are those of us (boomers) who remember rates over 3 times the
current ones along with plenty of homes being built and sold. Also, in case no one has noticed, 2 of
the main components of the home builder’s material costs have been under extreme pressure.
Copper, after a steady
2 year rise from under $2.00 topped out this spring around $3.30 and has
fallen back to $2.65 and Lumber, arguably the biggest component has collapsed after its own 2 ½
year move from just over $2.00 to $6.50 in May is currently just bouncing off $3.00.
I will watch both the Semis and the builders for some low risk entry points, and we are already in the
rtailers (XRT). Have a good week, and be sure to VOTE. CAM

Investing Trade Alerts Summary
$10,000 Trading Account Trade Table
DATE

TRADES

PRICE

11/02

Sold 5 PFE November 44 Calls

0.14

11/01

Bought 4 XRT December 50 Calls

0.70

11/01

Sold 5 PFE November 44 Calls

11/01

Sold 3 FEYE November 18 Calls Leaves 3 lots
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COST

PROCEEDS

RESULTS

70

75 Loss

0.49

245

100 Gain

1.38

414

180 Gain

280
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10/31

Bought 10 PFE November 44 Calls

0.29

290

10/30

Sold 5 XRT November 49 Calls

0.76

10/23

Bought 10 XRT November 49 Calls

0.38

190

10/16

Bought 4 TLT November 114 Puts

1.17

468

10/03

Bought 6 FEYE November 18 Calls

0.78

468

380

190 Gain

3rd Week expiration when the month is listed without a date

Remember, these trades are based on your participation in the
Subscriber Members TEXTING SERVICE
TO RECEIVE ALL UPDATES.
This is a Sample of the Information Our
Where To Invest Now
Market Strategies Newsletter Memebers Get

You Don’t Need To Learn Any Trading Skills Or
Do Any Time Consuming Analysis and Tracking
+++ We DO IT ALL FOR YOU! +++

Proven Trading Success
TRADE LIKE THIS:
175% Profits on SPY Puts in 3 Days
57% Profits on JBLU Calls in 8 Days
100% Profits on SPY Puts in 1 Day
163% Profits on SPY Calls in 2 Days
20% Profits on AGQ Calls in 15 Days
89% Profits on SPY Calls in 1 Day
130% Profits on GS Calls in 9 Days
217% Profits on XOM Calls in 9 Days
105% Profits on XOM Calls in 3 Days
117% Profits on GLD Calls in 3 days
62% Profits on XOM Calls in 20 days
50% Profits on PFE Calls in 2 Days
31% Profits TWTR Calls in 2 Days
316% Profits on MOS Calls in 13 Days
87% Profits on AMZN Calls in 2 Days
96% Profits on K Calls in 17 Days
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16% Profits on HOG Calls in 8 Days
163% Profits on SJM Calls in 23 Days
102% Profits on AMBA Calls in 7 days
250% Profits on WTW Calls in 1 Day
128% Profits on WTW Calls in 1 Day
148% Profits on NVDA Puts in 2 Days
See all trades in past newsletter issues.

Remember, these trades are based on your participation in the
Subscriber Members TEXTING SERVICE.
New Trades Will Be TEXTED To MEMBERS

For Free Where To Invest Your Money Now
High Return Investments Trade Alerts
Go To: PrincetonResearch.com/alerts.htm
SPECIAL RATES Available for VIP MEMBERSHIP
Get the lowest full membership rates available.
NOTE: This is a Sample Issue Only!
TO GET OUR TRADE ALERTS BY TEXT MESSAGE AND
THE COMPLETE VIP MEMBERS ONLY MARKET STRATEGIES NEWSLETTER ISSUES
Visit: PrincetonResearch.com/join.htm

Follow Our Marketed Weathered,
Time Tested Trading Rules That
PROTECT YOUR CAPITAL And SECURE PROFITS
Now you can profit from investing trade alerts from our traders with over 75 combined years
of successful investing experience.


Make Money In Up Or Down Markets -- Our trading alerts balanced investing
strategies are designed and proven to make money in up or down markets.
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Done For You - All the stock options picking, research and trading analysis is done for

subscribers. This is not a ‘class’ or a ‘training course’… this is us doing ALL the work… from
research to sending you a text on what to trade, along with recommended amounts…

SAFETY - We strictly follow our Tested, Market Weathered Trading Rules that are proven
time and time again to protect our (and now your) investment capital from losses while
effectively allowing us to Keep The Profits We Make.
So even though we trade options to get the profits you see above -- We can do it with minimal
risk and Maximum Profit Potential.

You Don’t Need To Learn Any Trading Skills Or
Do Any Time Consuming Analysis and Tracking
+++ We DO IT ALL FOR YOU! +++
We tell you where, when and how much to trade and you get to sit back and enjoy the rewards!
The specific buy and sell trading alerts are sent directly to you by e-mail and text message. So you
can get in on and cash out on our winning trades fast and at the right time.
Get Started with Any Amount - Follow our recommended trading guidelines for a $10,000 portfolio or
invest more or invest less -- Whatever you are comfortable with. Your investment is protected
because Time Tested Trading Rules PROTECT YOUR CAPITAL And KEEP YOUR PROFITS.

Join Us Today.
Lock in the Lowest Membership Rates Available HERE

The Market Investing Strategies Newsletter
Full Members Only Edition
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Our Where To Invest Now For Profits In Up or Down Markets Newsletter is more compact,
informative, effective and quicker to read then the major, big name publications. AND there are NO
ADS to wade through.
The Members Edition Newsletter is sent to you by e-mail Monday Mornings and available in the
Members Area along with our archive of past issues.

SPECIAL RATES Available for VIP MEMBERSHIP
Get the lowest full membership rates available.

MARKET LABORATORY – WEEKLY CHANGES
Prices are copied from Barron's Weekly and Yahoo Finance and may be incorrect.
Dow
25270.83
+582.52
+2.36%

Nasdaq
7356.99
+189.78
+2.65%

S&P 500
2723.06
+64.37
+2.42%

Transportation
10366.32
+400.65
+4.02%

Russell
2000
1547.98
+64.16
+4.32%

Nasdaq100
7167.21
-281.81
-3.78%

Gold Oct
1230.90
-1.60
-0.1%

Silver Dec
14.76
+0.05
+0.3%

Crude Nov
63.14
-4.45
-0.7%

Heating Oil
2.1728
-0.013
-5.7%

Natural Gas
3.284
+0.059
+1.8%

VIX
19.51
-4.65
-19.0%

Put/Call
Ratios
S&P 100
185/100’s
+84/100’s

Put/Call Ratios
CBOE Equity
65/100’s
-1/100’s

Bonds
137-05 -2-08
3.46%
+0.14%

Unleaded
Gas
1.7083
-0.1032
-5.6%
10 Yr. Note
118-015
-0-315
3.22%
+0.14

CRB Inflation
Index
192.30
-3.21
-1.6%

Barron’s
Confidence
82.1
+0.6

S&P100
1189.06
-47.03
-3.80%

5 YR Note
112-050
-0.190
3.04%+0.13%

Dollar
96.50
+0.14
+0.15%

DJ Utilities
724.85
-4.87
-0.67%
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Copper Nov
2.7060
-0.966
-3.6%
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AAII
Confidence
Index

Bullish
37.9%
+9.9%

Bearish
34.5%
-6.5%

Neutral
27.6%
-3.4%

Average

38.4%

30.30%

30.96%

Money
Supply
M1
October
22nd

Money
Supply
M2
October 22nd
3.93%

4.13%

* Component Change in the Confidence Index
M1...all money in hands of the public, Time Deposits Traveler's Checks, Demand Deposits
M2.. adds Savings and Money Market Accounts both compared with the previous year.

Market Strategies Technical Information

S&P 500
NASDAQ (QQQ)
Trans
DOW
TLT

SUPPORT
2500
160.00
9,700
24,170
112.20

RESISTANCE
2740
176.00
10,680
25,720
116.10

Century Link
CTL STAYS IN THE CHANNEL
CTL stayed within the channel of what I believe is a “flag,” this week after falling last Friday to briefly
touch the 200 day moving average. It was an inside week and while the last earnings report was
dramatically positive, taking the stock from $18.40 to just over $24, it is not something I look forward
to sitting through on 11/8, Thursday. I generally add some protection in the form of selling some out
of the money calls so I will be looking at that early in the week. Our price on the 500 shares we own
in the $100,000 account is only $16.34 (unadjusted for over $2.00 dividends we have already
received) I may or may not need that protection. I still believe that the stock is underpriced, and that
its main problem is that the “street” still does not believe that CTL can comfortably cover that dividend
regardless of what it says, or shows every quarter. CAM
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$100,000 Trading Portfolio Stock Positions and Trades
Each stock is allocated a theoretical $ 5,000 share of the portfolio unless otherwise indicated.

Purchase
Price

UCO 200
LGORF

31.59
1.46

Purchase
Date

Stop/Loss

Price/Date
Offset

Profit/
(Loss)

10/18
08/06
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2500
HMY 1500
GLYC 300
HMY 1500
BOX 300
CTL
200
INCY
50
CTL
300
HL
500
GSAT 1500
SLV
300
AGQ 150
NUGT 75
RWM 100
EYES 500
EYES 1000
TWTR 200
HL
500
SAN
600
REPR* 5000

1.61
17.38
1.89
22.61
16.61
100.63
18.54
5.72
2.30
15.78
40.39
35.68
50.60
5.04
6.49
28.51
3.95
8.40
0.22

07/02
05/22
05/10
04/23
02/06
01/08
10/20
06/01
05/18
05/15
04/07
03/13
11/21
04/04
12/28
10/28
05/03
12/16
10/22/12

Recommendations will be both listed in this letter and texted to members.
Previous closed out stock and option positions can be found in past Market Strategies
Newsletter issues available in the VIP Subscribers Members Area.
For those of you who do not buy puts to protect your portfolio, there are many ETF's that are the
inverse of the DOW. The symbols are DOG, DXD, SDS,TZA and RWM, which go up when the
DOW, S&P 500 and Russell 2000 go down and down when they go up. The DZZ goes up double
when gold goes down.

Market Strategies $100,000 Trading Account
There were four closed options trades gaining $ 790 and no closed stock trades last week.
The Stock table has the following 21 positions: BOX, CTL ( 2 ),EYES ( 2 ), GLYC, GSAT, HL( 2 ),
HMY ( 2 ), INCY, LGORF, MOS, NUGT, REPR, RWM, SAN, SCO,SLV and TWTR. The options call
for a $ 2,500 investment unless otherwise stated; each stock position requires $5,000 unless
otherwise mentioned specifically. Money management is based on a hypothetical $ 5000.00 for each
stock trade unless otherwise posted. For the YEAR 2017 and 2018 TO DATE, the $100,000 Account
has Going back to the beginning of 2017; of the former closed positions, 217 were gains and 128
were losses. This number does not take into consideration commissions or open position gains or
losses. If you subtract the open position loss of $ 10,995.00 from the profits taken of $ 88,223.00
which equals
$ 77,228.00, leaves a hypothetical gain of $ 77,228.00 for the last year plus the first
forty-three weeks of the new- year.
Princeton Research Market Strategies Newsletter
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The trading is hypothetical and we do not count commission costs.
Executions that have occurred at or near the open or close of trading sometimes vary from our actual
numbers. For example, when something opens down and it is through our price, we take the next
trade whether it is an uptick or continues lower. This sometimes results in a 50% trade that is slightly
above or below the exact number.

Previous Week’s Recommendations and
Rules for the Market Strategies
$100,000 Portfolio Trading Account
 All options count for about $ 2,500.00 for model portfolio calculations unless

otherwise stated
 When the option has doubled sell half the position
 Stop Loss protection is either half or offered with each trade
 The cost of the option is the asking price (or the price between the bid and ask,

whichever is more realistic)
 The options will be followed until closed out.
 Option Symbols are stock symbol with expiration month and strike price

incorrect
Option
PFE November 44
Calls

XRT November 49
Calls
10 lots
TLT November 114
Puts
8 lots
FEYE November 18
Calls
6 lots

Cost

Date

0.29

10/31/18

0.38

10/23/18

1.17

10/16/18

0.78

10/03/18

Sold

Long
Long
Long
Long

6
8
10
8
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Profit/
(Loss)

0.49 Sold 10
lots
0.14 Sold 10
lots
0.76
( 100% Profit
Rule )

11/01/2018

$ 200

11/02/2018

( $ 150 )

10/30/2018

$ 380

1.38 Sold 6
lots

11/01/2018

$ 360

Open Positions
10/03
10/16
10/23
11/01

Date

Funds Required

FEYE November 18 Calls @ 0.78
TLT November 22 Calls @ 1.17
XRT November 49 Calls @ 0.38
XRT December 50 Calls @ 0.70
P a g e 10

$ 468
$ 936
$ 380
$ 560

Total Funds in Use

$ 2,344

Recommendations will be both listed in this letter and texted to members.
Previous closed out stock and option positions can be found in past Market Strategies
Newsletter issues available in the VIP Subscribers Members Area.

This Weeks' Economic Numbers
Earnings Releases and Media Data
Before the Open on top of the Row;
After the close below the Economics Information
CAN Financial CNA ( 1.10 vs 0.58 ) Diamond Offshore DO ( -0.35
vs 0.25 ) Kemper KMPR 1.20 vs 0.85 PG&E PCG1.14 vs 1.12
Sysco SYY 0.92 vs 0.74 Westrock WRK 1.25 vs 0.87
Monday
10:00 hrs ISM Services October ( 58.8 vs 61.6 )
Bank of America Merrill Lynch Future of Financials Conference
kicks off in New York. Citigroup, Wells Fargo and Invesco among
firms expected to attend.

TUESDAY

Avis CAR ( 3.54 vs 3.10 ) Brighthouse Financial BHF ( 2.07 vs 3.31
)Brookdale BKD -0.24
Cabot CBT 1.09 vs 0.91 Booking BKNG ( 38.13 ) Tenet THC ( 0.12
vs -0.17 )
Archer-Daniels ADM ( 0.83 vs 0.45 ) CVS Health CVS ( 1.71 vs 1.50
) Eli Lilly LLY ( 1.35 vs 1.05 ) Emerson EMR ( 0.90 vs 0.83 )
Expeditors EXPD ( 0.78 vs 0.66 ) Henry Schein HSIC
1.01 vs 0.87 Martin Marietta MLM 2.81 vs 2.39 Ralph Lauren RL
2.16 vs 1.99 Regeneron Pharma REGN ( 5.09 vs 3.99 ) Rockwell
Collins COL ( 2.03 vs 1.80 ) Thompson Reuters TRI 0.03 vs 0.68
US Foods USFD 0.51 vs 0.39 Westlake Chemical WLK 2.14 vs
1.61
10:00 hrs JOLTS – Job Openings Sept ( NA vs 7.136 Mln )
Alliant LNT ( 0.84 vs 0.75) Assurant AIZ ( 1.01 vs -1.40 ) Camping
World CWH 0.61 vs 0.77
Delek DK 1.97 vs 0.81 Devon Energy DVN 0.42 vs 0.43 DXC Tech
DXC ( 1.94 vs 1.93
Frontier FTR -0.44 vs -0.94 Pioneer PXD( 1.69 vs 0.48 )Plains All
American PAA 0.40 v 0.21
ScanSource SCSC 0.87 vs 0.76 Wendy’s WEN 0.15 vs 0.09 ZAGG
ZAGG ( 0.44 vs 0.34 )
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WEDNESDAY

21st Century Fox FOXA 0.53 vs 0.49 CGI Group GIB 1.07 vs 0.93
DISH DISH ( 0.67 vs 0.57
Humana HUM 4.24 vs 3.39 KORS 1.10 vs 1.33 Rockwell
Automation ROK 2.02 vs 1.69 Sempra Energy SRE 1.13 vs 1.04
Southern SO 1.07 vs 1.12 Weibo WB 0.73
07:00 hrs MBA Mortgage Applications Index 11/03 (NA vs - 2.5%)
10:30 hrs Crude Inventories EIA 11/03 ( NA vs +3.2 Mln Bbls )
15:00 hrs Consumer Credit Sept ( $ 14.5Bln vs $20.1Bln )
Nareit’s REITworld 2018 conference kicks off in San Francisco

THURSDAY

ADT ADT ( 0.26) AMERCO UHAL 7.20 vs 6.36 Energy Transfer ET
( 0.34 vs 0.22 ) Evergy
EVRG 1.26 Farmer Brothers Co FARM -0.09 vs 0.03 Keurig Dr
Pepper KDP 0.28 Marathon
Oil MRO 0.20 vs -0.08 News Corp NWSA 0.05 vs 0.07 Prudential
PRU 3.16 vs 3.01
Sun Life SLF ( 1.18 vs 1.05) Sunoco SUN ( 0.60 vs 1.08 ) Sunrun
RUN ( 0.20 vs 0.25 )
Astra Zeneca AZN ( 0.66 vs 1.12 ) Avaya Holdings AVYA ( 0.94 )
Cardinal Health CAH 1.06 vs 1.09 Cheniere Energy LNG ( 0.27 vs 1.24 ) CenterPoint CNP 0.43 vs 0.39 ChipMOS
Technologies IMOS 0.56 Dillard’s DDS 0.52 vs 0.41 DR Horton
DHI 1.22 vs 0.82 Johnson
Controls JCI 0.93 vs 0.87 Magna MGA (1.50 vs 1.36) NRG Energy
1.00 vs 0.61 Perrigo PRGO 1.04 vs 1.39 Telus TU 0.72 vs 0.66The
Medicines Co MDCO -0.65 vs -1.19
08:30 hrs Initial Claims 11/03 ( 213K vs 214K )
08:30 hrs Continuing Claims 10/20 ( NA vs 1631K )
10:30 hrs Natural Gas Inventories 11/03 ( NA vs + 48bcf )
14:00 hrs FOMC Rate Decision November ( 2.125% vs 2.125% )
The Federal Open Market Committee announces its Interest Rate
Decision expected to keep the Fed funds Rate at 2% to 2.25%.
Activision ATVI 0.50 vs 0.25 ) AMC -0.47 vs -0.33 Hertz HTZ 1.72
vs 1.42 Lions Gate LGF.A
( 0.11 vs 0.29 ) Trinseo TSE 1.87 vs 2.18 Walt Disney DIS ( 1.34 vs
1.07 )Yelp YELP 0.35

FRIDAY
08:30 hrs PPI October ( 190K vs 134K )
08:30 hrs CORE PPI October September ( 0.2% vs 0.2% )
10:00 hrs Univ of Michigan Consumer Sentiment Nov ( 98 vs 98.6
)
10:00 hrs Wholesale Inventories September ( 0.3% vs 1.0% )
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Market Strategies Fundamentals
Stocks rallied last week bouncing from an oversold condition. The NASDAQ was up 2.6%, while the
Dow and S&P were up 2.4%.The small-cap Russell 2000 gained 4.3%
Bond yields were higher. The TNX, the10-yr Note yield index, which made a new all-time high at
32.48 two week on October 5th ended the week 31.99, up $ 1.22 or +4%. The US Dollar Index was
higher closing at 96.50 up 0.14 points or + 0.2% following gains the previous week of 0.61 points or
+0.6%, while the CBOE Volatility Index collapsed 4.65 points or -20%, huge moves over the past two
weeks.
Lower volatility coincides with higher stock values.
Transportartion Avg ( DJT: 10366.32 ) +400.65 or +4.02% The transportation sector rebounded
after reaching the low from February 9th making what appears to be a solid tradeable double
bottom.
NSC ( 168.66 +6.72 last week or +4.2% ) rebounded after making a double bottom from July 25 th,
following two weeks of profittaking. CSX Corp rallied to $68.98, up $ 3.06, rebounding 4.6% erasing
most of the 5% decline of the last 2 weeks. Landstar System Inc., surged; LSTR $ 103.68 +$ 5.44 or
+5.5%, which reduces the downside sell-off to 18% of the total of 23% in the last three weeks…
higher share prices continued throughout the trucking industry with hard to find exceptions.

Index

Started Week

Ended Week Change

% Change

YTD %

DJIA
Nasdaq
S&P 500

24,688.31
7167.21
2658.69

25,270.83
7356.99
2723.06

+2.4
+2.6
+2.4

+2.2
+6.6
+1.8

582.52
189.78
64.37

Semiconductors (SMH: $95.69 +6.01 or +6.7%) Sharp rally following the lowest levels since
October 4th of last year.
Russell 2000 (IWM $153.39 +5.91 or +4%) A mirror image rebound eliminating losses from the
previous week. However, for the October full month the index was off 11%.
Alibaba (BABA: $147.07+4.20 or +2.9%) Rallied following an oversold position.
Amazon (AMZN: $1661.81 +$ 19 or + 1.2%) Small rebound as the market leader and the biggest
company continues looking for support. Amazon will likely be among the first stocks to find a base,
and then continue as the leader.
GDX Gold Miners ( GDX :ETF $ 19.47 +0.41 or +2.2% Modest rally following other markets after a
support at the 50 day price m.a. GLD $ 116.56 - $ 0.21 or -0.2%. VXGDX: Gold Miners ETF
Volatility Index 30.05 -1.92 or -6.0%. The Gold Volatility Fund sold off following deflation in other
markets;THE TECHNICAL PICTURE FOR GOLD – TECHNICAL PICTURE FOR GOLD –Turning
now to the charts for gold and silver, the technical action for both price and volatility reversed course,
use this link for our newest video https://youtu.be/8umeERgVIaE
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TMO Thermo Fisher Scientific: 234 +$4.00 or +1.7%: Reversed course following sell-off finding
resistance at the 50-day price moving average.
TNX-X CBOE 10 Yr. Treasury Yield Index (30.77 + 1.22 or +4.0% for the week) Treasury yields
have become stronger, high rates are always detrimental to stocks, remaining near yearly
highs.
The CBOE Market Volatility Index (VIX: $19.51-4.65 or -19% Volatility sold off sharply to the
February following a double top in October.
CBOE NASDAQ Volatility Index (VXN-X: $29.87 - $1.96 or -6.6%: NASDAQ volatility declined
sharply after reaching the Feb and March levels, the highest since the March- April levels.
Nasdaq Banking Index (Bank-X: 3717. 45) + 142.19 or +4.0%: Rebounded from September
lows.
OIL COMMENT:
Oil: In the Channel and at Support
The oil continued to move lower this week after the third “negative” supply statistics released by EIA.
While I have no idea whether Iran and China are cheating, or Saudis are helping out Mr. Trump, the
facts is, there’s been plenty of supply and some pretty clear economic slowdown outside our borders.
Adding to the issue there has also been recent strength in the US$. On the other hand, we are down
$14/barrel (18%), oversold, at both the bottom of the channel and support with the long term trendline. I will be looking to get long with an ETF or calls. CAM
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Market Strategies Economic Data
Nonfarm Payroll growth was strong in October; the labor force participation rate increased, and most
importantly, average hourly earnings growth trended higher to 3.1% year-over-year, its strongest
pace since April 2009. The labor force participation rate was 62.9% in October versus 62.7% in
September.
October Nonfarm Payrolls increased by 250,000 (Briefing.com consensus 190,000), unaffected by
Hurricane Michael. Over the past three months, job gains have averaged 218,000 per month.
September nonfarm payrolls revised to 118,000 from 134,000. August nonfarm payrolls revised to
286,000 from 270,000.
October Private Payrolls increased by 246,000, well above the Briefing.com consensus expecting
185,000. September private sector payrolls were revised to 121,000 from 120,650. August private
sector payrolls revised to 267,000 from 254,000.
Princeton Research Market Strategies Newsletter
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The October unemployment rate was 3.7% same as the +3.7% in September. Persons unemployed
for 27 weeks or more accounted for 22.5% of the unemployed versus 22.9% in September. The U6
unemployment rate, which accounts for unemployed and underemployed workers, was 7.4% versus
7.5% in September.
October average hourly earnings were up 0.2% after increasing an unrevised 0.3% in September.
Over the last 12 months, average hourly earnings have risen 3.1%, versus 2.8% for the 12 months
ending in September 2017.
The average workweek in September was 34.5 hours vs expectations of the Briefing.com consensus
34.5 versus a downwardly revised 34.4 hours from 34.5 hours in September. October manufacturing
workweek dipped 0.1 hours to 40.8 hours. Factory overtime was unchanged at 3.5 hours.

.
Productivity increased 2.2% for the 3rd Qtr above the Briefing.com consensus expecting +2.1%, on
the heels of an upwardly revised 3.0% from 2.9% in the second quarter.
Unit labor costs rose 1.2% above the Briefing.com expectations of +1.1%, following a downwardly
revised 1.1% decline in the second quarter.
The uptick in Q3 productivity was the result of output increasing 4.1% and hours worked increasing
1.8%.
Unit labor costs were up 1.2% after being 1.5% in the same quarter a year ago.
From the third quarter of 2017 to the third quarter of 2018, productivity increased 1.3%.
Manufacturing sector labor productivity increased 0.5% in the third quarter, with output up 3.4% and
hours worked up 2.9%.
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The key takeaway from the report is that productivity is picking up. The third quarter increase was
double the prior 10-quarter average increase of 1.1%. Faster productivity is a springboard for a better
standard of living.
Category
Q3
Q2
Q1
Q4
Q3
Nonfarm Business Sector
Productivity Q/Q
2.2%
3.0%
0.3%
-0.3%
2.3%
Unit Labor Costs Q/Q
1.2%
-0.9%
3.4%
2.3%
2.8%
Productivity Y/Y
1.3%
1.3%
1.0%
1.0%
1.4%
Unit Labor Costs Y/Y
1.5%
1.9%
2.0%
2.2%
2.5%

The Trade Balance Report for September showed a widening in the trade deficit to $54.0 billion
(Briefing.com consensus -$53.4B) from a downwardly revised $53.3 billion (from -$53.2 billion) in
August.
That September deficit stemmed from exports being $3.1 billion more than August exports and
imports being $3.8 billion more than August imports. The deficit with China increased by $3.0 billion
to $37.4 billion in September.
Exports of industrial supplies and materials increased $2.8 billion and capital good exports jumped
$1.1 billion. Those increases were offset by a $1.0 billion decrease in exports of foods, feeds, and
beverages, the bulk of which was led by soybeans (-$0.7 billion).
Imports of capital goods increased $2.4 billion and imports of consumer goods increased $2.0 billion.
Those increases were offset by a $0.6 billion decrease in imports o automotive vehicles, parts, and
engines.
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The real trade deficit was $87.0 billion. That left the third quarter average at -$85.29 billion, 10.2%
more than the second quarter average, which speaks to the negative contribution net exports had (1.78 percentage points) on Q3 real GDP.
The key takeaway from the report is the same as last month in that it has yet to confirm the tariff
actions are succeeding in cutting the trade deficit with China specifically and in general.
Category
SEP
AUG
JUL
JUN
MAY
Trade Deficit
-$54.0B
-$53.3B
-$50.0B
-$45.7B
-$42.6B
Exports
$212.6B
$209.4B
$211.1B
$213.2B
$214.7B
Imports
$266.6B
$262.8B
$261.1B
$258.9B
$257.2B

September Consumer Confidence
Updated: 25-Sep-18 10:20 ET
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Highlights
The Conference Board's Consumer Confidence Index increased to 138.4 in September from an upwardly
revised 134.7 (from 133.4) in August. The September reading is the highest since September 2000.
Key Factors
The Present Situation Index increased from 172.8 to 173.1. The Expectations Index surged from 109.3 to
115.3. The all-time high for the Consumer Confidence Index is 144.7, which was hit in May 2000.
Big Picture
The key takeaway from the report is that the high level of consumer confidence, which was fueled by an
uptick in expectations, creates a good backdrop for healthy consumer spending activity that is the driver of
GDP growth.
Category
SEP
AUG
JUL
JUN
MAY
Conference Board
138.4
134.7
127.9
127.1
128.8
Expectations
115.3
109.3
102.4
104.0
107.2
Present Situation
173.1
172.8
166.1
161.7
161.2
Employment ('plentiful' less 'hard to get')
32.5
30.2
28.0
25.3
26.5
1 yr inflation expectations
4.7%
4.7%
5.0%
4.9%
4.9%
BOND COMMENT:
Bonds Break Lower
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As mentioned in my video #31 on Friday, https://youtu.be/r2hf5o94BQE this short in the bonds using
the TLT 11/114 puts has developed as expected and they were unable to move back above
resistance and the breakdown in the 140 area. Our option position closed $2.25 and was within
pennies of the 100% Up Rule trigger on Friday, and I would be very surprised if Mr. Trump doesn’t
have some good news (real or perceived) in time for the elections Tuesday. My feeling is that if there
is any action related to tariffs, along with the hot employment number on Friday, the Fed’s action to
tighten will be assured, giving the bonds further reason to decline. Even if there is support at 136, we
should still be able to see $2.50-2.75 versus out $1.17 cost. CAM

Market Strategies Cycles
Last week October ended and well below average. and NASDAQ was off 9.2%. October’s losses
were the seventh worst decline for DJIA since 1950, fourth worst for S&P 500 and fifth worst for
NASDAQ since 1971. Historically, November and December market performance did hold up
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following a negative October. This past midterm-year October that ended yesterday finished well
below expectations and historical averages. DJIA declined 5.1%, S&P 500 dropped 6.9% and
NASDAQ was off 9.2%. October’s losses were the seventh worst decline for DJIA since 1950, fourth
worst for S&P 500 and fifth worst for NASDAQ since 1971. Historically, November and December
market performance did hold up following a negative October.

The seasonal indicators were much stronger than usual. Both August and September had some bad
days, but recovered decently maintaining the bull market. The bad months were not too bad; in fact
they have been quite good, so far. The S&P 500 is up 256 points or + 9.6% year-to-date (YTD) as of
today’s close and the “Worst Six Months” (WSM) May through October have gained 10% to date
versus 2.8% for the “Best Six Months” (BSM) that ended on April 30, 2018.
Then in March as the market recovered and the impact of the tax cuts and deregulation began to
materialize we posted in our market letters that the worst of the midterm year may be behind us and
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that best may be yet to come. We still employed the some seasonal defensive stances moving into
the Worst Six Months, and most positions in Healthcare, Utilities and Consumer Staples have been
doing quite well.

September was higher up 11.36 for the S&P 500. October currently remains ahead as the last of the
expression, “the worst six Months” approaches. The Dow began the month at 25,964.82, ended at 26,
443.12 gaining 478.30 points. NASDAQ however, was lower beginning the month at 8109.54, ending
at 8028.40, down 71.14. The Russell 2000, IWM Small Cap Index Fund began the month at 173.02,
ended at 168.54, losing 4.48 for the month.
In recent years, Labor Day has become the unofficial end of summer and the three-day weekend has
become prime vacation time for many. Business activity ahead of the holiday was more energetic in
the old days. From 1950 through 1977 the three days before Labor Day pushed the DJIA higher in
twenty-five of twenty-eight years. Bullishness has since shifted to favor the two days after the holiday
as opposed to the days before. DJIA has gained in 16 of the last 24 Tuesdays and 17 of the last 23
Wednesdays following. Such was not the case this year.

Undervalued Small Cap Stocks
Small Cap Stocks with Interesting Opportunities to move higher:
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Leo Motors (LEOM: $0.10)* Unch Leo Motors is a premier company that develops technology for
boats and electric vehicles (EV's) that can travel at higher speed along roads, freeways and
waterways. After 10 years of field tests, the Company has surpassed obstacles of speed, torque and
reliability over other e-vehicles. Leo motors has developed an array of electric vehicles and boats,
including armored military vehicles, sports cars, utility trucks, passenger buses and electronic title
water boats.
Leo Motors primary division, LGM, is producing and marketing electric boats (E- boats). LGM is one
of the few companies in the world that produces a safe high power electric boat. March 2017, LGM
unveiled their proprietary new electric powerboat propulsion system at the 2017 Busan Boat Show in
Korea. The new LGM powerboat electric propulsion system produces up to 660 horse power (HP)
and is compatible with most power boats and yachts.
LGM’s electric inboard and outboard propulsion systems now range from 40 HP to 700 HP and also
includes their Sailing Generation System that uses wind to recharge batteries while under way,
eliminating conventional charging processes. LGM is communicating with potential partners in
America for their conversion enterprise.
LGM will enter into the U.S. market this year providing electric conversion services. LGM will replace
old internal combustion engine yachts and powerboats to the LGM electric power system.
Smart E-Vehicle Technology
LEO's proprietary electronic vehicle ecosystem has intelligent software which controls a cloud
system. LEO developed the Vehicle to Everything (V2E) platform which uses smart technology to
manage a cloud in the operating system (OS). The integrated OS allows connectivity with a smart
device for improved driving solutions. The smart applications help reduce battery exchange recharge
time and provides roadside assistance. A GPS application uses satellite and mobile networks
connected to Android systems using a Bluetooth®. The app sends updates, battery status and swap
service information.

Skinvisible, Inc. (OTCQB: SKVI 0.015) Has announced a merger with Quoin Pharmaceuticals:
Through its wholly owned subsidiary Skinvisible Pharmaceuticals, Inc., is a Research and
Development company whose patented Invisicare® technology can be used to revitalize or create
new medical or skincare products, allowing a company that licenses Skinvisible’s formulations to sell
their own patented product and combat generic competitors.
Skinvisible, Quoin Pharmaceuticals, Proposed Merger to Address Opioid Pain Management
Market
A merger between Skinvisible and Quoin will enable a successful entry on the post-surgical
pain management market.
Opioids – which typically refer to oxycodone, hydrocodone, and fentanyl – are highly
addictive painkillers. Nearly 3 in 10 Americans prescribed opioids for chronic pain will abuse
them.
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Opioids are becoming increasingly deadly to Americans. In 2016, two-thirds of drug-related
deaths involved opioids. In fact, since 1999 opioid-related deaths in the United States have
increased nearly fourfold.
Drug abuse is a burden shared by every state. Nearly 63,600 Americans lost their lives to drug
overdoses in 2016 – a 21 percent increase over the previous year. From 2000 to 2016 the U.S.
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention estimates that more than 600,000 people died
from drug overdoses in the United States.
Every 25 minutes, a baby in the United States is born suffering from opioid withdrawal.
DJ Press Release: Skinvisible Provides Update on Proposed Merger with Quoin
Pharmaceuticals
Mar 26, 2018 16:05:00 (ET)
Combined company to address both the Opioid and PTSD crises
LAS VEGAS, March 26, 2018 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- via NetworkWire - Skinvisible, Inc.
("Skinvisible") (OTCQB:SKVI), is pleased to announce the signing of a merger agreement with Quoin
Pharmaceuticals, Inc. ("Quoin") subject to tax, accounting, legal, regulatory, and other considerations,
including both SEC and Skinvisible shareholder approval. The merger proposal specifies that
privately-held Quoin Pharmaceuticals, Inc. will merge into a wholly-owned subsidiary of Skinvisible.
Post-merger, Quoin shareholders will own approximately 72.5% of the outstanding shares and
Skinvisible shareholders will retain approximately 27.5% of the outstanding shares, prior to the effect
of required financings and conversion of a certain portion of Skinvisible's debt. Skinvisible's Board of
Directors has unanimously approved the merger agreement and recommends that all Skinvisible
shareholders vote in favor of the transaction.
"We are very pleased to announce this exciting milestone for Quoin. We believe that the combination
of our proprietary drug delivery platform with Skinvisible's fully patented technology will pave the way
for the development of highly differentiated products with broad IP protection," said Dr. Michael
Myers, Chairman and CEO of Quoin Pharmaceuticals.
The combined company plans to focus initially on major societal problems that result in the death of
over 135 people in the US every day, the US opioid epidemic and the military veteran suicide crisis,
by developing treatments that target these major unmet medical needs using Quoin's differentiated
product portfolio.
Skinvisible is currently quoted on the OTCQB, operated by OTC Markets Group Inc., under the ticker
symbol SKVI. Upon closing of the merger, Skinvisible will be renamed Quoin Pharmaceuticals and
the company's symbol will be changed to something that more resembles the new name. The
transaction is subject to customary closing conditions, including the receipt of Skinvisible shareholder
approval and certain other conditions, and is expected to close by the end of the second quarter of
2018.
About Skinvisible Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Skinvisible Pharmaceuticals is a research and development company that licenses its proprietary
formulations made with Invisicare(R), its patented polymer delivery system that offers life-cycle
management and unique enhancements for topically delivered products. Invisicare holds active
ingredients on the skin for extended periods of time, allowing for the controlled release of actives. For
more information, visit www.skinvisible.com or www.invisicare.com
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About Quoin Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Quoin Pharmaceuticals is a specialty pharmaceutical company dedicated to developing products that
help address major societal issues including the opioid epidemic and the military veteran suicide rate.
Quoin's two lead products are expected to be different applications of a single NMDA receptor
antagonist delivered trans dermally. QRX001 is a single use transdermal patch designed to provide
up to 72 hours of effective post-operative analgesia whilst significantly reducing opioid consumption.
Quoin intends to apply for Fast Track status for QNRX001. The company's second product, QRX002
is a once-daily transdermal for the treatment of military related PTSD with suicidal ideation. Quoin
believes QRX002 could be the first product approved to treat this major unmet medical need and
could be a candidate for both Orphan Drug and Breakthrough Therapy Status. Quoin expects to
commence development activities with respect to each of these products and to generate Phase 2
data in 2018.
Pressure Bio Sciences OTCQB: PBIO $ 3.60* -0.35 or -0.9%
Pressure BioSciences, Inc. (OTCQB: PBIO) is a leader in the development and sale of innovative,
broadly enabling, pressure-based platform solutions for the worldwide life sciences industry. The
Company’s products and services are based on the unique properties of three patented, pressureenhanced platforms: (i) Pressure Cycling Technology (“PCT”), (ii) Pressure Enabled Protein
Manufacturing Technology (“PreEMT”), and (iii) Ultra Shear Technology (“UST”).
The PCT Platform uses alternating cycles of hydrostatic pressure between ambient and ultra-high
levels to safely and reproducibly control bio-molecular interactions (e.g., critical research steps
routinely performed by hundreds of thousands of scientists worldwide, such as cell lysis and
biomolecule extraction). PBIO’s primary focus is in making their recently-released, GMP-compliant,
next generation PCT-based Barocycler EXT instrument available to biopharmaceutical drug
manufacturers around the world for use in the design, development, characterization and quality
control of their biotherapeutic drugs. The PCT Platform is also used in biomarker and target
discovery, soil & plant biology, anti-bioterror, and forensics. PBIO currently has over 300 PCT
instrument systems placed in approximately 175 academic, government, pharmaceutical, and biotech
research laboratories worldwide. There are over 120 independent publications highlighting the
advantages of using the PCT Platform in scientific research studies, many from worldwide key
opinion leaders. The PCT Platform is offered through the Company’s Research Products & Services
Group.
The PreEMT Platform can be used to significantly impact and improve the quality of protein
therapeutics. It employs high pressure for the disaggregation and controlled refolding of proteins to
their native structures at yields and efficiencies not achievable using existing technologies. The
PreEMT Platform has been shown to remove protein aggregates in biotherapeutic drug
manufacturing, thereby improving product efficacy and safety for both new-drug entities and
biosimilar products. The PreEMT Platform can help companies create novel protein therapeutics,
accelerate therapeutic protein development, manufacture follow-on biologics, and enable life-cycle
management of protein therapeutics. It is scaleable and practical for standard manufacturing
processes. This unique technology platform can help protein-based biopharmaceutical companies
create and manufacture high quality, novel protein therapeutics and lower the cost of existing
formulations. The PreEMT Platform is offered as a service by PBI’s Biological Contract Research
Services Group. Manufacturing licenses are available.
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The UST Platform is based on the use of intense shear forces generated from ultra-high pressure
(greater than 20,000 psi) valve discharge. UST has been shown to turn hydrophobic extracts into
stable, water-soluble formulations, on a small, laboratory scale. Thus, the UST Platform offers the
potential to produce stable nanoemulsions of oil-like products in water. Such formulations could
potentially have enormous success in many markets, including inks, industrial lubricants, paints, and
cosmetics, as well as in pharmaceuticals and nutraceuticals, such as medically important plant oil
extracts, i.e., making CBD-enriched plant oil water soluble. The Company believes that UST has the
potential to play a significant role in a number of commercially important areas, including (i) the
creation of stable nanoemulsions of otherwise immiscible fluids (e.g., oils and water), and (ii) the
preparation of higher quality, homogenized, extended shelf-life or room temperature stable low-acid
liquid foods that cannot be effectively preserved using existing non-thermal technologies, e.g., dairy
products. The UST Platform is currently offered as a service through PBI’s Research Products and
Services Group.
2018 Accomplishments
May 15, 2018: the Company announced that it had converted $6.39M of debt into equity. The
Company also reported continued increases in revenue for the first quarter of 2018, including an 11%
increase in products and services sales, an 8% increase in instrument sales, and an 18% increase in
consumable sales Y/Y.
May 3: the Company announced receipt of the first contract utilizing the recently acquired high
pressure technology from BaroFold, Inc. to evaluate PBI’s patented Pre-EMT platform to enhance the
manufacturing process and improve the quality of protein therapeutic drug candidates.
April 3: the Company reported Q4 and FY2017 financial results and offered a business update.
Instruments, consumables, products & services and total revenue continued to show double-digit
growth. Quarterly revenue has increased eight quarters in a row, on a Y/Y basis. Total revenue has
increased three years in a row, on a Y/Y basis.
February 14: the Company announced a two-year, worldwide co-marketing and distribution
agreement with ISS, Inc., a global supplier of high pressure optical cell systems. The companies plan
to replace the current manual pressure generator for the ISS optical cell with PBI’s computercontrolled, automated instruments.
Investment Highlights
Seasoned Management Team & Board of Directors
Novel, Enabling, Patent Protected, Proprietary Platform (PCT)
Proven Core Technology with Multiple Applications (over 270 PCT systems placed)
Razor/Razorblade Business Model
Sales into the Research Market (fast market penetration with minimal approvals required)
Increasing Number of 3rd Party Publications from Marquee Laboratories
PCT Breaks Through Bottlenecks and Barriers to Enable and Accelerate Scientific Discovery
PCT Exquisitely Controls Test Variables, Providing Methods Standardization/Reproducibility
Significant Market Opportunity (~$6 Billion from ~500K scientists in 80K labs worldwide)

Fundamental Analysis Stocks To Buy with Stops
Fundamental Analysis: Stocks To Buy again with Stops: Using fundamentals the following are
stocks to trade hypothetically. They have done well. We have taken numerous profits as
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indicated on the table below. In addition some have been stopped out with small losses. This
is historically the most bearish time zone, annually for stocks. The worst six months are
typically from May through October.
As indicated on the table below, balance is critical. These stocks listed below, we are looking
to be long in November. We have exited many long positions. Alibaba, Amazon and Boeing
have made a great deal of points. We exited, but for those still long, hold. We have no position
in Alcoa AA. For those still long , we would take profits. Flushing Financial ( FFIC ) fell below
the 50 and 200 day price moving averages and was stopped out in January at the $28.45 area.
The 50-day moving average at about 27.50 is now resistance. FFIC is strictly neutral. Silicon
Motion was excellent long and had been sold at $ 54.40. BMY is a buy again in the $ 57 level.
We sold out at $ 61. We have no position in Hecla Mining. We bought the HDGE and are finally
ahead. The HDGE is a trading vehicle for stock market protection. We would utilize the ( 50day price moving average 7.52 ) and a close above 7.58 to be long. Longs might risk 25
points.
Stock Name
Sbl

Business
Description

PE

P/S

MV
mln

BAB
A

Alibaba

Largest on-line book
seller in China; more
of a retailer than
Amazon

50.6
7

13.2
1

511B

AMZ
N

Amazon

Catalog & Mail Order
reported great
earnings
Semiconductor
solutions for mobile
storage and
communications

189

2.90

780B

1764.0
3

9.7

2.5

1.77B

42.14

1.03B

SIMO Silicon
Motion

Curren
t
Price
142.93

Buy or Sell Stop
Limit
Loss
Or offset
Bought @ Rebough
$ 111 on
t
4/7/17
at $169
opening
stopped
out $
158
No
Sell if
Position
long
Bought
39.10
01/28/17

Sold at
$ 56

19.40
originally
bought
10/31/16

No
current
position

Re-bought
at 51

Sold at
61 for
profits
Take
Profits

TPC

Tutor
Perini

Construction

12

0.25

BMY

Bristol
Myers

Biopharmaceutical
Products

28

5.1

17.22
Stoppe
d
out28.
90
05/04/1
7
86.2B 54.30

BA

Boeing

0.90

211B

356.26

Bought at
$ 132
10/4/16

GEL

Genesis
Energy

Aerospace,commerci 14
al
Jetliners, military
systems
Oil and Gas Pipelines 44

3.61

2.6B

24.59
Look
for

Would
place stop
at 23.20
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Bought
at 22.50

entry
FFIC

Flushin Bank Holding
company Savings
g
Financia and loans
l

HDG
E

Bear
ETF

AA

Alcoa

BAC

Bank of
America

GIS

General
Mills

VTI

13

3.5

771Ml
n

21.98

Resistance remains
heavy at the 200 day
m.a. at 8.38
Aluminum
Processing and
Technology

NA

NA

149Ml
n

8.03

N/A

0.4

8.94B

Commercial Bank

10

2.02

Consumer Goods
processed and
Packaged Foods
Vanguar Exchange traded
Fund
d

16

1.61

19.10
bought
06/27/16
Stopped at
25.70
Bought at
7.44

Stopped
Out
25.70

38.60

If long
place stop
at 36

306B

28.32

Would
prefer to
be neutral
with no
position

Bought
again at
40 Level
10/01
28.70x
stop ped
on May
3rd

25.28
B

44.54

44.30
stopped
out
139
bought
06/28

141.37

7.44 buy
area

No
Position
144.00
attractiv
e Sell
area

Rule 17B Attestations and Disclaimers
Princeton is paid $ 1,500 per month from RMS Medical Products. The SITS contract calls for $ 1,500
per month. Princeton had been engaged by Target Energy. No contract is currently in place.
Princeton is paid $ 2500 per month by Pressure Biosciences. Princeton was paid about 300,000
restricted shares of Leo Motors. Princeton is paid $ 2,500 per month for International Star. Princeton
is paid $ 2,500 from Leo Motors.
Pursuant to the provisions of Rule 206 (4) of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, readers should
recognize that not all recommendations made in the future will be profitable or will equal the
performance of any recommendations referred to in this Email issue. Princeton may buy or sell its
free-trading shares in companies it represents at any time. Y means the writer has a position of
10,000 shares in the stock recommended.
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Please Direct All Inquiries To:

Mike King
(702) 650-3000
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mike@princetonresearch.com
Charles Moskowitz
(781) 826-8882
CAM@MoneyInfo-LLC.com
Princeton Research
3887 Pacific Street,
Las Vegas, Nevada 89121
Fax: (702) 697-8944
www.PrincetonResearch.com
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